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Preliminary Planning 
Pre-Assessment: KWL 
Objectives: Students will participate in a class revision and editing of an example paragraph. 
Individual Modifications: Jonathan and Katy will be strategically positioned during learning activities to accommodate their 

special needs.  Katy will receive large print copies of learning materials. 
Materials: Lynne Cherry’s The Greak Kapok Tree 

Learning logs 
Copies of content books 
Student drafts 

Content Standards: 1.4.5 B, 1.5.5 B 

Learning Sequence 

Learning Activity (what) Procedure (how) Time 

Introduction/Motivation (Anticipatory Set, Focus Attention, Give Objectives, Goal Structure) 
Ask students if their writing is perfect the 
first time they write it out. 

Guide students to answer that writing is not perfect the first time it is written.  
Ask students what they can do to improve their writing.  Discuss their 
responses. 

5 

Learning Activities (Input, Modeling, Checking for Understanding, Guided Practice, Indep. Practice) 

Miniless on revision and editing. 
 
 
 
 
Shared editing and revision of an 
example paragraph. 
 
 
 
Students finish drafting their 
composition. 

Explain that revision and editing allow writers to improve their ideas and how 
they deliver these ideas.  Revision is a modification and clarification of 
ideas, editing is correcting grammar, spelling and punctuation.  Explain how 
a writer uses these processes to improve a draft. 
 
Put an example paragraph on the overhead projector.  Students make 
suggestions for revisions and edits.  Allow students to make mistakes.  
Clarify misconceptions and inappropriate suggestions as they are made.  
Model correct actions where appropriate. 
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15 
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Closure (Review, Check for Understanding, Future Forecast, Transition) 

Ask students to share any problems 
they encountered while drafting. 
 
Tell students tomorrow we’ll apply the 
revision step of the writing process. 

Other students make suggestions to help the writer the next time he 
encounters this problem while writing. 
 

10 
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Post-Instructional Planning 

How will I evaluate student’s performance? (Checking for Understanding, Guided Practice, Independent Practice): 
Were students able to complete the drafting step today?  Did students make appropriate suggestions for revision and editing?  
Could students identify the difference between revising and proofreading? 
 


